As for the loss of the comprehensiveness from the large amount of data when extracting information, this paper proposes a method of character information extraction based on semantic similarity algorithm to improve the comprehensiveness of the character information extraction of massive data in the network. The algorithm is put into the semantic tree to choose the synonyms of the word, and the character feature set which is extended by semantic similarity is applied to character information extraction. The results show that the recall reaches to 81.87% in the case of the accuracy rate being basically unchanged. Therefore, this method of character information extraction is obviously improving in comprehensiveness, and it can be used in network data.
Introduction
Due to the rapid development and widely spread of the network, the network data generated by Internet has a substantial increase, including the user's information generated in the network registration. So how to use these resources more efficient and convenient? It is an urgent problem that we need to solve.
Information extraction is to extract information that is relevant or belongs to some specific types automatically and turn it into structured data [1] . There are many ways to extract information, such as Maximum Entropy Hidden Markov Model [2] , Second Order Hidden Markov model [3] and Conditional Random Field [4] [5] . However, the training template obtained by the model is limited and cannot contain all the information content of the unknown data. Therefore, the semantic similarity algorithm was applied to the character information extraction in this article to improve the comprehensiveness of the extraction on unknown domain based on the learning and labeling of the Conditional Random Field.
Research on semantic similarity is divided into 2 categories, one is based on the semantic distance, the most typical is the Wu&Palmer [6] algorithm and the Leacock&Chodorow [7] algorithm. And the other one is based on information content, Resnik [8] algorithm and Pirro [9] algorithm is a representative algorithm based on information content. Now, the semantic similarity of the concept is mostly based on the combination of two above. This paper proposed a method of semantic similarity, which combined of information content and semantic tree.
Web Character Information Extraction

Information Pretreatment
The main purpose of information pretreatment was to get the rule description of each information element. The output of the module was used as the input of the following information extraction and the mark of algorithm.
We needed to register the corresponding information in different fields, and recorded the contents of registration information to text file. Then obtained the information from the text document which is converted from the data package.
Then the matching rules should be built, which included the prefix feature words, the value located in the packet and the method in the session, as shown in Tab. 1. For example, the phone number: 13269367286 in Fig. 1 The prefix feature words of these part contain most of the character attributes and different describe of the attributes. However, not all of the prefix feature words were useful, it may produce some error characters, which would reduce the extraction accuracy. Therefore, it is necessary to make further screening of these prefix feature words, such as the garbled, punctuation and the meaningless item which is only one letter or more than a certain threshold. The character information extraction rules of the known data were shown in Fig. 2 , w means the prefix word, and pos is the abbreviation of position. 
Character Information Extraction Based on Semantic Similarity
Semantic similarity algorithm
Semantic similarity has been widely used in many fields such as Natural Language Processing, semantic web, information retrieval and so on 10 . At present, most of the semantic similarity methods are based on the WordNet semantic dictionary database. WordNet is a semantic dictionary database (Miller, 1985) , which is developed by lexicology professors and linguistics professors at Princeton university.
As the word usually has multiple semantic sense, so a necessary step before the expansion by semantic similarity algorithm was to semantic disambiguation, and obtain a group of exact semantic sense set.
In this paper, we used Semantic Interconnections Structural algorithm 11 to obtain the Sense set of the word set. The input was a word list X = {x 1 , x 2 , …, x n } and a Context(Y), Y was corresponding to a disambiguation word set. While fetching a word from the list X, for each sense of the word, calculated its similarity with the Context(Y), and then chose the maximum similarity of the sense, add words and the sense to Context(Y). The iteration was ongoing until the word is not ambiguous. The semantic disambiguation formula is as follow:
In formula 1, Sim (S i , S j ) means the similarity of two sense, used the Lin algorithm 12 to computed the similarity of any two sense vector. At the same time, used an open source Python packet WordNet: Similarity to completed the similarity algorithm. The calculation method, as shown in the formula 2:
(2) S i and S j is relevant concepts, S Δ is the nearest common parent node from S i and S j . I (S) is the information entropy.
After having a word set with the exact semantic sense, a synonym set is constructed based on the semantic tree in WordNet. The more abstract of the nodes in the semantic tree, the higher the position is. So we calculated the similarity of the two sememes, which was to calculate the length and depth between the sememes. The semantic distance formula was shown in formula 3, and the semantic depth formula was shown in formula 4:
(3) Among the formula, ω is the relative average distance between two concept words in semantic tree and the set, it is an adjustable parameter, Dis (S i ,S j ) indicate the shortest distance between the S i and S j .
(4) K (S i ) and K (S j ) mean the node's depth between S i and S j , K max (S i ) and K max (S j ) represent the maximum depth of the node in the semantic tree.
Character information extraction
Extracted the character information by the dictionary matching which was based on semantic similarity, the words in the dictionary was also called leading words or trigger words, provided by the first prefix feature words in data mining, used the new extraction rules which was formed after semantic extension to trigger the information extraction.
Due to the network packet content was complicated, not only the information content from network transmission, but also the tags on the Web page. So after the new rules, the redundant information would lead to the less accurate data and increased the useless information. Accordingly, we needed to filter the information after extraction. This part we considered the regular expression to filter out some interference.
Firstly, we extended the trigger words(W[0]) in dictionary to get a more comprehensive dictionary information. Then, we matched the trigger words in the dictionary. Extracting two words before the trigger word and the contents in a certain range behind the matching words. Finally, preliminary screening the extraction information by regular expressions.
Algorithm Marking
CRFs algorithm was used in the part of the algorithm predictive marker. the main idea of the algorithm model was based on Maximum Entropy Model, combined with the Hidden Markov Model 13 . It not only solves the label bias of the Maximum Entropy Model, but also overcome the output independence assumption of strict requirements by HMM. Assuming the observed sequence is x = {x 1 , x 2 , ... , x i }, the state sequence is y={y 1 , y 2 ,... , Y i }, the conditional probability of state alignment in CRF model is shown as formula 5:
(5) Among the formula: f j (y i-1 , y i , x, i) as the feature function, it is an arbitrary value, λ j is the weight of f j (y i-1 , y i , x, i), it can be obtained by training. Z (x) is the probability normalization factor, which takes the sequence as the condition.
(6) In this paper, the marked content belongs to the maximum conditional probability of the sequence. According to the content, position and the leading words in the text, it is a sequence labeling problem, which can be used in CRFs model. In the model, the selected of the feature is very important. So after the systematic research on the structure characteristics and basic features of the character information in massive network data, the three prefix words and the position from extraction rules in section 3 were chosen to be the feature.
Experimental Results and the Analysis
The experimental results were verified by accuracy rate and recall rate. By browsing different main-stream webpages manually, this paper collected 200 Internet data packet from different domains, and was separated into 2 parts, 150 packet for one and 50 for the other. The 150 one was then used for training of the model CRF_Model while the 50 one was used for verification of the accuracy rate, recall rate and F1. Accuracy rate is the ratio of related data in retrieval and total number of retrieved, it measures the precision of a retrieval system. Recall rate is the ratio of related data in retrieval and total related number of the packet, it measures the recall of a retrieval system. F1 is the weighted harmonic mean of Accuracy and Recall.
Experiments were divided into two groups. Firstly, we experimented the character information extraction method without the semantic similarity and recorded the results, the same experiment was done with the method in semantic similarity. To keep off the accidental event, three experiments were carried out in each group, 150 domains were randomly selected among the 200 domains as the training set, and the other 50 domains were the test set. Finally compared the accuracy and the recall of two groups.
Tab. 2 showed the comparison of the average of three experiments about the 10-character information elements. According to the experimental result, we can know that the extracted numbers of semantic similarity algorithm is 9032 more than without the semantic similarity. For example, before the extended, it may only have 'phone' and 'number' to matching the information in data files, but after the extended, it added the synonyms such as 'mobile','telephone','tel.', thus to match more comprehensive information. The experimental results of the character information extraction methods without the semantic similarity and the experimental results based on semantic similarity was listed in Tab.3 and Tab. 4.
Compared the result of table 4 and table 5 , the character information extraction based on semantic similarity algorithm improved 8.87% in the recall rate. The spend time on the method in this paper was 0.6s longer than the method without the similarity algorithm but within an acceptable range. As the extracted information increased, and not all of them was used, so it will produce some information redundancy, which lead to the accuracy of the data extraction decreased by 2.76%. Further study and improvement will be done for that. The result indicated that most of the increased information were useful and correct. It can be used in the character information extraction on the Web.
Conclusion
This paper proposed a method of character information extraction based on semantic similarity algorithm. Through the systematic research on the structure characteristics and basic features of the character information in massive network data, we concluded the character information features which could exactly located a person, and created the character information rules. Finally, we extracted the character information on the network data, and achieved a better result.
To keep off the accidental event, this paper carried on two groups of experiments, one was the extraction method without the semantic similarity, the other was the method with the semantic similarity. Each group has been carried on for three times, each time different data was applied to training and labelling. The results showed the method in this papers had increased 8.87% in recall and 3.19% in F1 compared with the method without semantic similarity algorithm. It was proved that the method proposed in this paper could be used in the project.
